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POWERFUL KNOWLEDGE
In this section you can find the
key information your teachers
want you to know, understand
and be able to recall.
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–

1.1 J276/01

–

SLR 1.1
KEY VOCABULARY

CPU

Central Processing Unit. - The “brain” of the computer

CU

Control Unit. - Part of the CPU that manages the functions of all other parts of
the CPU

Decoder

Part of the CU which decodes the binary instructions fetched from memory

RAM

Random Access Memory - The main volatile memory into which programs are
loaded from the hard drive

MAR

Memory Address Register - Small fast memory used to store the RAM address of
the next instruction

MDR

Memory Data Register - Small, fast memory used to store the information
collected from the RAM before processing

PC

Program Counter - Keeps track of the current instruction number of the program

Accumulator

Small, fast memory, used to keep track of the data currently being processed

ALU

Arithmetic and Logic Unit - Does the basic mathematics and comparisons during
processing

Bus

A physical connection between two elements of a computer system that allows the
transfer of data.

Cache

Incredibly fast, but very expensive volatile memory using in the CPU

Bridge (North /
South)

Junctions on a motherboard where the bus connections are controlled and routed.
Northbridge deals with core functions, whilst the Southbridge deals with the
peripherals, input and output devices and Secondary Storage.

von Neumann
Architecture

The method used by all modern computers to allow the programming of a machine
to be changed depending on the required function.

Fetch / Decode /
Execute Cycle

Basis of the von Neumann architecture – the repeated process where instructions
are fetched from RAM, decoded into tasks and data, then carried out.

Clock Speed
Cores

The number of FDE cycles that a CPU can carry out per second. Measured in Ghz
9

(1 Ghz = 10 cycles per second or 1,000,000,000hz)
Some processors have multiple CPUs which can work in parallel, sequentially or can
multitask. Dual and Quad cores are common in modern PCs
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An example of a
typical PC’s innards.

The input may be in many forms such as a
keyboard entry, a mouse click, a voice
command or a burglar alarm being
triggered. After the input, the data is
processed in some way and we will look at
what that means in just a moment. The
result is stored (even if this is only
temporarily so another process can be
carried out) and finally, there is an output.
Again this can be done in a multitude of
ways including displaying something on a
monitor, a sound from a speaker or a
document being produced by a printer
https://youtu.be/E8umjRRaMAA

Input
Input & Output

Keypad

All computers systems have an input, a
way of processing the data, some form
of storage and an output.

Input

Output

scanner

Printer
Storage &
Process
Process
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Hardware
This is parts of the computer you can touch are physical.
Keyboard mouse monitor printer graphics card power unit motherboard all peripherals

Software

equals a program to control how the computer works

There are several different types of software:Operating systems, Windows android
Apps or applications, Microsoft Windows, Angry Birds, Sage accounts,
Utility software, Norton 365, antivirus, C cleaner, they remove unwanted files, Acronies
true image makes a backup both partial and full of your computer system
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The purpose of
a CPU
A CPU which has metal bins
around the outside looks like
the image below when it is
taken out of the
motherboard socket. It is a
circuit is responsible for
processing all instructions in
a computer system, it
processes programs and
manages hardware. Data
from the input device, is
processed and then
outputted for an output
device.
KEY VOCABULARY
Machine
Code

A program, stored in binary, that the CPU undertakes
the FDE cycle on. All programs must be in machine
code to work

A single line of machine code, containing the command
Instruction and data location on which it is to be executed. Stored
in binary
Opcode

The first part of the instruction, is the command

Operand

The second part of the instruction is the data on
which to carry out the command. This may be actual
data stored in binary form, or a memory location
reference of where to find the data

Watch the video to help you
understand:https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=DvgJZvVyJfA&featu
re=youtu.be

Computer Systems
13

•

•

Internal Components
The processor
Main memory (RAM, ROM, EEPROM)
I/O controllers
Buses
External components (peripherals)
Keyboard, mouse, printer, disk drives
I/O Devices / I/O Ports
Secondary Storage
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Main Memory

Processor
Address Bus
PC

MAR

CIR

MDR

Data Bus

0001

INP

0010

Add 5

0011

INP

0100

STO 8

0101

INP

0110

ADD 8

0111
1000
ALU
Accumulator

KEYWORDS
• Von Neumann
Architecture
• MAR (Memory
Address Register)
• MDR (Memory
Data Register)
• Program Counter
• Accumulator
• ALU (Arithmetic
Logic Unit)

1001

• CU (Control Unit)

1010

• Cache

1011
1100

• Fetch/Execute
• Busses

1101
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The Processor
•
•
•
•
•

SLR 1.2

The “brains” of the computer
Carries out instructions (Executes Instructions)
Processes Data
Retrieves Data/Instructions from Main Memory (Fetch)
Stores Data into Main Memory once Executed

Main Memory
RAM Random Access Memory
•

Holds Data and Instructions that are currently in use by the processor

•

Located on the Motherboard

•

Directly Accessible by the processor

•

All data/instructions are lost once power is turned off

ROM – Read Only Memory
•

Instructions are permanently etched onto a ROM Chip

•

When power is turned off – instructions still remain on the ROM chip.

•

Bootstrap Loader is held in ROM

•

Gives the instructions to start up the Operating System

EEPROM – Electronically Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory
•

E.g. Sim cards / Flash Memory

•

Instructions/Data can be erased electronically and replaced

I/O Controllers
•

These are used to allow an interface between a hardware device external to
the motherboard (e.g. a Keyboard) and the Processor itself.

•

I/O controllers are used for:

Keyboard, Mouse, Disk Drive, VDU

System Busses
•

A bus is a set of parallel wires connecting two or more independent
components of a computer system in order to pass signals between them.

•

The System is split into three separate busses:
16

•

The data bus

•

The address bus

•

The control bus

Address Bus
•

Carries addresses from the Processor to main memory or other I/O devices

•

It is one direction (Uni-Directional)

•

The processor generates an address

•

All data/Instructions are returned on the Data Bus

Arithmetic / Logic unit (ALU)
•

The ALU carries out calculations and makes decisions on the data sent to
the processor. It can add, subtract, multiply and divide numbers and use
logic such as AND, OR and NOT to make decisions.

Control unit (CU)
•

This controls how data moves through the processor and controls the
timing of operations and the instructions sent to the processor and

•

the input and output devices (I/O devices). It uses the Fetch-Execute cycle

Cache
•

The memory unit consist of “Cache” and “Random Access Memory” (RAM) and
is very fast to access. Each section of memory consists of an address and
the data which are stored using binary.

•

This shows part of a motherboard from a laptop.

•

CACHE IS A SMALL SECTION OF VERY FAST MEMORY ON THE CPU

•

is a small amount of memory which is a part of the CPU chip - closer to the
processing sections of the CPU than RAM. It is used to temporarily hold
instructions and data that the CPU is likely to reuse.
17

•

The CPU will check the cache for instructions first to see if they have been
loaded there before requesting data

•

This saves fetching the instructions and data repeatedly from RAM – a
relatively slow process which might otherwise keep the CPU waiting.

•

Transferring data to the processor from the cache takes less time than
transfers to the processor from RAM as cache is much closer so the
electrical pulses have less distance to travel.

CPU
CACHE

RAM
Hard disk (
Secondary Memory)
The more cache there is, the more data can be stored closer to the CPU and cache
is described as
Level 1 (L1), Level 2 (L2) and Level 3 (L3):
• L1 is usually part of the CPU chip itself and is both the smallest and the
fastest to access.
• L2 and L3 caches are bigger than L1. They are extra caches built between
the CPU and the
RAM. L2 and L3 caches take slightly longer to access than L1.

18

The more L2 and L3 memory available, the faster a computer can run. Not a lot
of physical space is allocated for cache. There is more space for RAM, which is
usually larger and less expensive.

19

KEY VOCABULARY
Memory which requires constant electrical
charge. If the power is turned off, then
the data is lost

PRIMARY STORAGE – MEMORY

Non-volatile

Memory which can retain its data when the
power is turned off

means it needs a constantly recycled charge to hold its data. If the power is turned

RAM

Random Access Memory

ROM

Read-Only Memory

Cache

Very fast memory, on, or very close to the
CPU

Virtual Memory

A section of the HDD which can be used as
RAM for very memory intensive processes

Flash Memory

A type of dynamic (changeable) ROM

Boot Process

The instructions needed to start the
computer and to initialize the operating
system.

Volatile

POST

Power On Startup Test
A series of checks done on the hardware of
the computer to ensure the machine can

SLR 1.3

RAM is volatile memory, which stores data in a single transistor and capacitor. This
off, it cannot refresh the data and it is lost. This is known as DYNAMIC memory.
The computer uses RAM to store the current program or data being used.
ROM is non-volatile. The data is hardcoded onto the chip by the manufacturer, and
cannot be overwritten by the user. Because it holds its information even when the
power is turned off, this makes ROM ideal for storing the instructions needed to
get the computer started up – the BOOT PROCESS, and POST.
Flash Memory is a new(ish) type of ROM chip which holds its data when there is no
power making it non-volatile but that can be rewritten easily by the user. By using a
relatively large electric current, electrons can be forced through a barrier and into
the storage layer. The pattern of electrons can be read as data without affecting
the data.

run.
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SLR 1.4

J276/01 – Wired and Wireless Networks
WHY NETWORK?

There are many reasons to create networks of computers, and increasingly few reasons not to.
Positives
• Communication between users
• Negatives
• Sharing of files
• Higher cost than single machines
• Sharing of peripheral devices
• Requires additional hardware
• Monitoring user activity
• Requires administration
• Access control or other security features
• Open to attacks
• Centralised administration of machines
• Client-Server systems are vulnerable to server
• Multiple work stations available for users
failure
• Possible to distribute workload for large tasks
Negatives
• Higher cost than single machines
• Requires additional hardware
• NETWORK
Requires administration
All clients need an NIC to
HARDWARE
• Open to attacks
connect to a ROUTER. This
• Client-Server systems are vulnerable to server failure
could be a wireless adapter
or a network card.
The Router in this simple
connection can host multiple
clients, but more advanced
hardware is needed for
bigger networks

NETWORK ORGANISATION

CLIENT - SERVER

single
high-spec
machine
designated
the
A Asingle
high-spec
machine
is is
designated
the
server,
which
includes
the
main
file
storage.
server, which includes the main file storage.
Each client then requests data from the
Each
client
thenresponds
requestsand
datafulfills
from the
the
server
which
server
which
responds
and
fulfills
the
request.
request.

PEER TO PEER

A distributed system where each node is
equal. Every computer can serve and request 21
data from all others. The system is easy to set
up, but slow and difficult to administer.

Computing GCSE – 1.4b
J276/01 – The Internet
root

com

google

uk

co

org

How DNS works
All webpage has an IP Address which is a unique reference to find that page. But
87.245.200.153 isn’t as easy for users to remember as google.com
When the user types google.com into a web
browser’s address bar, the client sends a
request to the DNS for the current location of
org
edu
google.com. The DNS returns the request,
telling the browser to go to 87.245.200.153.
The browser now connects to the google server,
thekibworthschool
at the IP address given, and looks for the
index.html file to start displaying the webpage.

bbc

DNS Hierarchy

Each level on the hierarchy is separated with a
”.” and builds to make the URL for the data
stored on the host

root

com

uk

org

edu

Top Level
Domain
nd

google

co

org

thekibworthschool

bbc

Virtual Private Networks
VPNs are small collections of devices that act as though
physically connected in a LAN, but are actually widely
distributed and use a the internet as their network
connections.
VPNs allow users to store data in a small, private area of
the internet, so they can get to it at any time, using an
internet connected device.
The benefits are low cost and widely available data, but
users must ensure that the data is protected as, without
security, their data is available to anyone connected to the
internet!

2 Level Domain
rd

3 Level Domain

The Cloud
As our devices are all connected to the internet,
they start to become client nodes in a web
connected “cloud” network. It’s called cloud
because your data, services and applications are
available everywhere without wires. It’s just
‘there’ – like a cloud.
PCs like the Google Chromebook utilise the cloud
to provide very cheap, very fast hardware, which
just connects you to the internet. All the storage,
applications and communication is done by services
hosted on google’s servers.
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Computing GCSE – 1.5a
J276/01 – Network Topology

SLR 1.5a
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Computing GCSE – 1.5b
J276/01 – Network Protocols

SLR 1.5b

ENCRYPTION
Encryption is taking a message and changing
the letters in such a way that it is not
readable. The correct recipient knows how to
unscramble the message and can read the
text.
Modern encryption is 128bit and secure
against brute force attacks
PUBLIC KEY ENCRYPTION
Public Key Encryption is a method of securely
sending data over the internet. The recipient’s
computer uses an algorithm to produce 2
linked keys: a public key and a private key.
1. Alice (the sender) requests Bob’s (the
recipient) public key. This is shared.
2. Alice uses Bob’s public key to encrypt
the message she wishes to send
3. The encrypted document is sent over
the internet – it is secure.
4. When Bob receives the encrypted
document he combines his public key
with the secret private key. This allows
the message to be decrypted and
turned back into plain text

24
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TCP/IP Protocol Layers SLR 1.5c
LAYER 1: Application

This layer ensures data is produced in a form that is acceptable to the application that will use it, such as web-browsers or email clients. This
is where IMAP or HTML protocols would be used.

LAYER 2: Transport
This layer establishes the connection across the network. The transmitting device agrees with the receiving device the speed or data transfer, the size and
number of packets and any error checking to be used. This layer uses TCP protocols

LAYER 3: Internet

This layer is concerned with transmitting the data across different networks. It identifies the destination and establishes the path the data will
take between nodes. It uses IP protocols

LAYER 4: Network
This layer deals with the physical transmitting of the data. It converts the data into binary electronic signal that can be understood by the network
hardware. It uses protocols such as Ethernet or 802.11 (wireless) so the signal is hardware independent and can use any available compliant physical
medium, such as UTP or fibre optic wire.

Packet switching is the process that modern networks use to send large data between devices. The data is split into small packets and 25
numbered. The packets can travel by any route to the destination where the receiving machine reassembles them into the correct order.
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TCP/IP Protocol Layers
LAYER 1: Application

This layer ensures data is produced in a form that is acceptable to the application that will
use it, such as web-browsers or email clients. This is where IMAP or HTML protocols would
be used.
LAYER 1

LAYER 1

LAYER 2: Transport
This layer establishes the connection across the network. The transmitting device agrees
LAYER
2
LAYER and
2
with the receiving device the speed or data
transfer,
the size and number of packets
any error checking to be used. This layer uses TCP protocols

LAYER 3

LAYER 3: Internet

Data transfer occurs by
breaking the file into small
packets, adding each layer to the
packet in order at the sending
device, then decoding in reverse
order at the receiving device
before rebuilding the file.

LAYER 3

This layer is concerned with transmitting the data across different networks. It identifies
the destination and establishes the path the data will take between nodes. It uses IP
LAYER 4
LAYER 4
protocols

LAYER 4: Network

This layer deals with the physical transmitting of the data. It converts the data into binary electronic
signal that can be understood by the network hardware. Physical
It uses connection
protocols (wired/wireless)
such as Ethernet or 802.11
(wireless) so the signal is hardware independent and can use any available compliant physical medium,
such as UTP or fibre optic wire.

Packet switching is the process that modern networks use to send large data between devices. The data is
split into small packets and numbered. The packets can travel by any route to the destination where the
receiving machine reassembles them into the correct order.
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WHY LAYER?
Layering allows problems to be broken down into
small chunks, and then smaller solutions created to
specific parts of the problem. These small parts
interact in an agreed manner, allowing the solution
to be built by different teams or companies.
Layering is not unique to computing. In the car
industry, a Ford engine might be used with a
Jaguar gearbox in a Mazda car. By separating
these ‘layers’, but agreeing on the interface
between the layers, each company is free to
develop their layer as they see fit, without
affecting the other layers. It is also possible to
swap one layer out, and replace it with another one
– such as swapping an engine for a more powerful
one.
This interoperability is important as it allows data

27
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Computing GCSE – 1.6a
J276/01 – System Security
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J276/01 – System Security – Network Policy
COMMON AREAS OF NETWORK POLICY
Governs the general use of the computer system and equipment by employees.
Acceptable Use

Usually limited to that which is required to carry out only the tasks that a user is
employed to undertake
Rules to ensure that passwords are strong enough to prevent guessing or brute

Passwords

force attack - often requiring the use of upper and lower case letters, numbers
and special characters. Also usually a minimum length is required. Passwords
usually have to be changed on a regular basis

Email
Web Access
Mobile Use
Remote Access

Wireless

Software

Server

Governs what may and may not be sent by email
The configuration of web browsers may limit the types and categories of website
that can be accessed
What devices are and are not allowed to be used
Govern what can be accessed from outside the system, and what can only be
accessed onsite
Govern how wireless access points (WAPs) are secured, who has access, and
under what circumstances
Governs who can install software, and which users are able to use that software.

Even modest desktop computers can
undertake billions of cycles a second these
days. Therefore, without any security
features, such as limited password
attempts, or asking for only selected
characters from a password, a home PC
could brute force crack commonly used
passwords in very, very short periods of
time!

People are always the weak

link

May have different levels of access once inside the software
Rules about what services are provided by the institution and who may access
data stored centrally and for what purposes
Back up policy determines how frequently back ups are undertaken, and what type

Back Up

of back up (full, incremental, differential). It will also state where the back up
media must be stored and for how long. Often a full weekly back up is required to
be stored in a fire proof box in an offsite location

Incident Response Plan

Details what to do if something goes wrong, or if an attack is discovered.

29

KEY VOCABULARY
Operating
systems (OS)
User interface

Command Line

Collections of programs that tell the computer hardware what to do.

Operating Systems

typically either command line or GUI.
The most simple form of user interface where users type commands into a
prompt
Most modern computers have a GUI, which uses icons to represent the

Interface

programs and files. The user runs the programs through a touch-screen or

(GUI)

mouse-controlled pointer
Increasingly users are able to speak commands to devices such as Google
Home and Amazon’s Alexa

Memory

The OS controls available memory, moving programs to and from secondary

management

storage to RAM
Often users have more than 1 program running at once. In reality, each CPU

Multitasking

SLR 1.7

J276/01 – Operating Systems

The means of communication between the user and the computer. These are

Graphic User

Voice Command

Computing GCSE – 1.7a

File Management

User Interface
Windows Command Prompt

core can only carryout 1 task at a time, but the OS alternates between the
programs to make it appear that multiple tasks are running simultaneously

Peripheral
management

Drivers

Computers must communicate with a range of external devices such as
printers, monitors and scanners (peripherals). The OS uses drivers to
correctly pass data to the device and ensure correct function.
A driver is a piece of software which provides communication between the
CPU and a peripherals device

Apple Graphical Interface

Multiple users can have accounts on the same computer, each with their own
User

files, settings and applications, protected with passwords. The OS will ensure

management

that only users who are granted permissions can use files or programs
belonging to other users.

File

Computers store files and data in hierarchical folder systems. This is

management

efficient and allows for quick navigation

30
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TYPES OF BACK UP

J276/01 – Systems Software

Description

KEY VOCABULARY
Utility software supports the OS by performing
a limited and specific task. They are used to
Utility Software
manage specific actions of the system, or
undertake maintenance operations.

Encryption
software

In order to keep data secure, especially against
outside threats, data must be encrypted.
Encryption software uses complex algorithms to
encode data so it cannot be read without the
private access keys.

Over time, through multiple updates and saves,
files will become split up and distributed over the
Disk
platters. It takes longer for the files to be
Defragmentation accessed, slowing the machine down.
Defragmentation reorganises the files’ parts to
bring them together. See fig 1.
Data
Compressions

Allows files to be made smaller by removal of
empty space or through compression algorithms
(lossy or lossless) – see KO2.6b

Back Up

In case of hardware failure or other computer
problems, data should be copied to external
media so that it can be restored if lost or
damaged.

Antivirus

Continually scans the system to find, quarantine,
and clean any file infected with viruses.

Anti-malware

Continually scans to identify any malicious
software from being introduced to the system.

Positives

Negatives

Only requires last

Requires the most

folders are backed

back up to restore;

space on back up

up every time

quickest to restore

drive; slowest to

All files and
Full

back up

Incremental

Only new files or

Faster to back up;

Slowest to restore;

files that have

requires less space;

needs at least one

been changed

does not store

full back up to start

since the last back

duplicate files

up are copied

Disk Defragmentation:
Over time, as new files get added,
old ones deleted and files increase
through use, the parts of files get
separated around the HDD. (A to B)
This separation causes computer
slow-down.
In order to improve performance,
disk defrag applications shuffle file
parts back into order, and moves all
free space to the end of the
drive.(C)
This improves data access times
and overall system performance.
A computing
joke… get it?
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KEY VOCABULARY
Relates to right and wrong but in a moral sense than a legal issue. For example, there is
Ethical

nothing to stop you legally from using Facebook to stalk an ex-partner, but whether it is
right to do so, is an ethical issue

Legal

There are certain laws set by government that control how computers can be used – see
box
These issues relate to society and how technology can affect religious, or social ideas.

Cultural

If people spend all their time on their phones rather than talking face to face, this is a

Computing GCSE
– 1.8
J276/01 – Ethical,
Legal, Cultural &
Environmental

SLR 1.8

cultural issue
How computing impacts on the global and local environments. This might be waste
Environmental

production, or mining to gather resources needed to make phones, or using renewable
energy to charge phones, or recycling projects. Companies want to be seen to be ‘green’.

Privacy
Stakeholder

Privacy is a very important issue. A persons right to privacy is very important and there
are strong law, alongside ethical guidance that govern how companies can use our data
Anyone that is impacted on, in any way, by a technology. They have a vested interest
Software that is created and shared with the source-code able to be seen. Users are

Open source

free to make alterations to the source-code to meet their own needs, or to improve the
system for everyone

Proprietary
Legislation

Software that is created but the source code is locked. This is often sold and the
company wants to protect its intellectual copyright
Laws that relate to a certain area
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COMPUTING LEGISLATION
The Data

Sets out how data users who store data about individuals must use that data.

Protection Act

It is a set of 8 principles which say how personal data must be collected,

(1998)

used and destroyed. See back of sheet
Introduced to deal with the increase in computer hacking in the late 1980s
when home PCs started to become popular. It aims to protect computer users

Computer Misuse

Computing GCSE
– 1.8
J276/01 – Ethical,
Legal, Cultural &
Environmental

against willful attacks and theft of information. The Act makes it illegal to:
gain unauthorized access to another person’s data

•

Act (1990)

•
•

…with the intention of breaking the law further
….to delete, alter or sabotage by introducing viruses

Copyright and

Provides the creators of intellectual property (ideas = IP) with proof of

Design Patents

ownership, and the exclusive rights to use that idea, and distribute their

Act (1988)

work. It makes it illegal to copy, modify or distribute IP without permission
FOI requires public organisations to publish certain data so the public can

Freedom of
Information Act
(2000)

access it. It also give individuals the right to request to see all data from
over 100,000 public bodies.
The act covers all electronic information, such as word docs, emails, digital
records. Organisations can withhold certain information if releasing it would
affect national security

Creative Commons
Licensing

Creative Commons Licensing (CC) is a way that copyright holders can grant
certain privileges to publicly use, share, adapt, alter and redistribute IP
without written permission.
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Computing GCSE
OPEN SOURCE vs PROPRIETARY SOFTWARE
Proprietary software is not freely
Open source software is freely

available. The compiled code is

available so others can use it. Users

secured and user must use the

can access and modify the source-

software as provided. Any attempt

code and create their own versions.

to modify, copy or redistribute the

– 1.8
J276/01 – Ethical,
Legal, Cultural &
Environmental

software is a breach of Copyright.
EXAMPLES:
Linux, Firefox, Android OS

EXAMPLES:
Microsoft Office, Adobe Photoshop,
OSX
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Black Hat – The Bad Guys. They break into systems to cause chaos and
steal data for their own benefits
White Hat – Penetration Testing professionals. Often employed by
companies to test systems and provide feedback on security
Grey Hat – Not trying to cause damage, but aren’t trying to help either.
Red Hat – Scary people – stop Black Hat hackers by revenge hacking and
destroying the hacker’s system
Green Hat – n00bz trying to learn hacking. Often just download scripts
from the internet and run them without understanding the code. Often
exploited by Black Hat hackers to do stupid things
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Computing GCSE – 2.1a

J276/02 – Algorithms: Searching and Sorting

SLR 2.1

KEY VOCABULARY
Algorithm

An abstracted program which completes a given task, whatever the data provided

Search

Searching is looking through data, making comparisons with a search term, until the algorithm either finds the data, or identifies that it is not
present.

Sort

Putting given sets of data into specified order – usually ascending (alphabetical) or descending (reverse alphabetical)

Linear Search

A type of search where the computer checks every variable, in order, until it finds the search term. Potentially very slow.

Binary Search

A search type based on repeatedly halving the searchable data, until the search term is found

Bubble Sort

A method of sorting data which looks at pairs of variable, and swaps them around if out of order. This continues until there are no more swaps to be
made

Merge Sort

Splits the data into increasingly small segments, until single data points are reached, then reassembles the data structure one item at a time.

Insertion Sort

Checks through the data until finding the first incorrectly places item. The algorithm then checks all the previous places to see where the data fits,
before inserting it into this slot.
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LINER SEARCH

BINARY SEARCH

INSERTION SORT

MERGE SORT
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BUBBLE SORT

Computing GCSE – 2.1b

SLR 2.1

J276/02 – Algorithms: Pseudo Code & Flow Charts
KEY VOCABULARY
Algorithm

An abstracted program which completes a given task, whatever the data provided

Abstraction

Abstraction is moving a problem out of the specific in order to create a general solution that would work in similar scenarios. Ignoring the
gritty details to focus on the problem

Decomposition

Breaking a problem down into smaller, computational solvable chunks

Pseudo Code

A structured way of planning code, which is ‘computational’ in style (uses Boolean logic, variables, comparisons and arithmetic for example)
but is not tied to a strict high-level language’s syntax

Flow Diagram

A diagram, made using specific shaped boxes, that mocks up the flow of a program through various stages, processes and decisions.

Program Control Using Boolean logic to guide the computer through a program based on decisions

Comparison
Operators

The symbols used to look at a variable or piece of data in relation to is similarity to another piece of data or variable

38
Arithmetic
Operators

The symbols used to show the mathematics to be carried out on a piece of data

Computing GCSE – 2.1b
J276/02 – Algorithms: Pseudo Code & Flow Charts
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Computing GCSE – Python
J276/02 – Programming Techniques
KEY VOCABULARY
Variable

A piece of stored data, used in a computer program, which can be changed or altered by the program

Constant

A piece of stored data which cannot be changed by the program or user

Operator

An operator is a mathematical symbol, used to work with data in a program

Input

Data, entered into a program, by the user

Output

The returned result of an algorithm

Algorithm

A set of instructions to carry out a process or problem-solving operation, especially by a computer

program control

Selection of code to be executed, based on the results of prior operations in a program, or user input

Loop

A piece of repeating code

Iteration

A type of LOOP which repeats a series of steps with a finite number of variable changes

Sentinel

A type of LOOP that watches a variable for a logical (T to F, or F to T) and repeats until that change occurs

Conditional

A method of controlling the information flow through branching steps – the code checks if something is True, then carries out one
set of instructions if it is, and a different set of instructions if it is False.

Sequence

A series of coded instructions for a computer to follow, step by step

String

A character, or characters, stored as a list, within “ ”.

Integer

A whole numbers, stored as its value

Real

A decimal number, stored as its value

Boolean

True or False. Stored as 1 or 0.
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KEY VOCABULARY
Declaration
Typecasting

Assigning a value to a variable
Casting a variable as and integer, Bool, Float or
String
‘Lists’ of data, stored in an indexable table

Data Arrays

format

A data structure which has more than 1 ‘row’ of
data.
2D arrays use 2 indexes to identify data
IMPORTANT!!!
2D arrays use the Y axis first in the coordinates, then the X axis. This is the opposite
2D Arrays

way around to most other co-ordinates!
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Computing GCSE – 2.3
J276/02 – Producing Robust Programs

SLR 2.3
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Computing GCSE – 2.4

SLR 2.4

J276/02 – Computational Logic
LOGIC GATES

These gates take inputs (usually labelled A, B, C etc, and provide a single output. In this case
labelled F, but could be another letter. Each gate is shown with its TRUTH TABLE

¬

V
V

COMBINED GATES – Logic gates can be combined in any
order to provide a range of computational possibilities.
Inside a CPU, the physical switches are logic gates, and
but combining them in different sequences, computers
can undertake incredibly complex mathematics with
these very simple tools.
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Computing GCSE – 2.5

SLR 2.5

J276/02 – Translators and Facilities of Languages
Working the Machine:

CODER

High Level
Language

Low Level
Language

Python, C++

Machine Code

Binary
Instruction Set
OpCode &
Operand

HARDWARE

For coders to be able to write code quickly, high-level coding language have been made
which allow the coder to use almost natural language (like English) to solve problems.
These ABSTRACTED LANGAUGES must be converted into binary code instructions that
the CPU can execute in order to work. This conversion of instructions is done in 1 of 2
ways. They are either interpreted, one line at a time, and executed immediately, or they
are translated by converting the entire code file in one go, then attempting to run the
program only once the converter has finished compiling.

Features of an Integrated Development Environment (IDE)
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Computing GCSE – 2.6a
J276/02 – Data Representation 1

SLR 2.6a
REMEMBER MAXIMUM VALUES!
Max value which can be represented with 8 bits (1 byte) = 255
Total number of available values = 256 (255 + 0)

There are two
methods for
converting a
HEX value to
Denary
46

OR:

5F = (5x16) + F
5F = 80 + 15

Computing GCSE – 2.6b

SLR 2.6b

J276/02 – Data Representation 2

=11

=5

=11
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=10

Computing GCSE – 2.6c

SLR 2.6c

J276/02 – Data Representation 3

As the sample rate
increases, the quality of
the sound goes up – the
sound is closer to the
analogue original, but the
file size also increases.
Reduce the sample rate,
you reduce quality but also
File Size

file size.

Sound Quality
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PRACTICE PAGES
In this section you can find the
key information your teachers
want you to know, understand
and be able to recall.
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Architecture of the CPU 1.1.1
Q1.
Identify 2 input devices and one output device that may be connected to the CPU [2]
Describe common CPU Components and their functions.
Q2.
Identify 2 events that can happen during the Fetch- Decode-Execute cycle. [2]
Embedded Systems 1.1.2
Q3.
Liam says that his Car’s satnav is an embedded system explain with other examples if this is correct.
Q4.
Lauren’s computer has a 4.5 GHz dual core processor.
A.
How many cycles is a 4.5 GHz, dual core processor theoretically able to perform each second.
B.
Explain why a computer with a dual core processor may not be twice as fast as a single core processor
with the same clock speed.
Primary Storage 1.2.1
Q5. Charlie was unfortunate that she had a power cut whilst working on a spreadsheet document. She thought that she
would have lost the entire document though she could still open the spreadsheet program when the power came back on.
Explain why this is the case for Charlie.
Memory 1.2.1
Q6. An increase in RAM capacity can improve the speed of your computer.
Explain why increased ROM size would not have the same effect
Virtual Memory 1.2.1
Q7.
Explain why getting more RAM into your computer would be preferable to using virtual memory in your computer
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Q8. 1.2.2
Explain why secondary storage is necessity in most smartphones?
Explain why a solid-state drive is commonly chosen for smart phone storage?
Justify a different storage device for each of the following applications
A, Database server in a busy office,
B, An event photograph sent by post to a company for a photograph
C, Regular transfer of files between home and the place of work.

Q9. Out of the following devices state which are an input and output into a system, A Touchscreen, B, Web Cam, C, Mouse,
D, Scanner,
Q10
Where does the data in the accumulator come from?
When is virtual memory used, and where is it stored?
In a computer what does the ROM and RAM chips do?
Explain what the control unit, the arithmetic logic unit and the accumulator all have in common and what they do?
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If you are designing a new phone, tablet, camera, satellite navigation system what type of memory would be best for it to
take into consideration how they are going to be used?
Q11 1.2.3
A Calculate total capacity of a server if it had 5, 2 TB discs
B Calculate total storage requirements of a large database with 10,000 customer records. Each one is two kb. Ensure your answer is in MB
C If you are backing up your photos onto a DVD, how many images can you fit on a 4.7 GB DVD if each image is 5 MB.

1.2.4
Convert the following binary numbers into base 10.
A 0111 1010
B 0101 1010
Convert the following base 10 numbers into binary
A 145
B 64
Convert the following base 10 numbers into hex
A 56
B 152
Add up the following binary numbers
A 1010 1011 + 11001 1001
B 1010 11 11 + 1111 0110
C Convert your answers into hex.
D Convert the following hex values into binary
A 48
B 6C
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C D5
Converting a hexadecimal number into deanery,
Multiply the hexadecimal digits by their place values 16 and one and then add the results
SEE E.G.
16

1

5

B

(5*16)

(11*1)

80

11

(B=11)

80+11 =

91

Convert the following deanery numbers into hexadecimal
A 8E B 5C

C 63

Convert the following deanery values into hexadecimal
A 48 B 180 C 20
Complete a 3 place shift to the right on the binary numbers 10101011
Explain the effect of performing the right shift on the binary number
Explain the effects of doing a left shift by one number

Using the ASCII table convert the word BOAT into ASCII.
State the size needed to store the following two words Blue Boat?
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Images
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Work out the value the 4 colours at 4 bit

State the colour depth of an image the power of 256 colours per pixel is needed

1.2.4
Q12 What is meta data and what is included within it?
Calculate how many colours are available for each pixel if an image is using colour depth of 8 Bits.
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SOUND
What units are used to measure the sample rate?
Calculate the file size in bytes of a hello tone lasting four seconds, use a sample rate of eight core hertz and 8-bit sample resolution
1.2.5
Q13 A, Why do we use compression software for online downloads?
B, If you have a photograph that you do not want to lose any data what type of compression should you use?
C, Calculate the number of bytes in a 5 kB text document
D, Calculate the number of megabytes in a 3 GB sound recording
E, Convert the deanery number 28 to binary
F, Explain how a binary shift could be used and what happens
G, Explain what is meant by character set
H, Complete the conversion 44D7 into binary
1.3.1
Q14 Explain two factors which affect the performance of a network eight marks
Q15 a company has a network route and ethernet points throughout, computers are connected to a switch with a wired ethernet connection. Any
mobile devices use a wireless access point, explain with reference to information given if this is a LAN or WAN.
Q16 Describe the advantages and disadvantages of using a star topology and mesh topology. Remember this is an 8 mark question so you need to give
2 good advantages and disadvantages with a reason using keywords such as the cost, so, as, to justify your answer.
Q16 Explain the difference between a peer-to-peer and client server network, think about storage and backup security reliability sustainability
complexity and maintenance in your answers.
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Q 17 A discuss the advantages and disadvantages of an insurance brokers moving their data to a cloud-based provider, discuss issues that need to
be thought about before changing.

Q17 B Simon is exploring different types of network and is toying with the idea of setting up a home network.
1, Explain the difference between a LAN & WAN
2, He has discovered that it will be better to require a router and switch,
3 state the role of the router,
4 the role of a switch
1.3.2
Q 18 if you're in old building with thick walls would it be suitable to use Wi-Fi or ethernet?
If customers are sitting in the area of a restaurant with only pillars supporting the roof in place would Wi-Fi or ethernet be best to use
Q 19 explain what encryption means, and how he sees a cipher can be used
Q 20 An IP address is a unique public address for the route or gateway of a network data travels and uses address so it is directed to the correct
place private addresses are not unique and can be found in another local area network, explain how this can happen
Q 21 Describe the benefits of using the TCP/IP protocols in layers. Why is it an advantage for manufacturers to only use the protocol of one layer
Q 22 what are the four layers in OCR OSI model
Q 23 what are the different protocols used and their key features in each of the four main layers
Q23A So that Simon can put his own website on the Internet Simon understands he will need to find an Internet host to put his website on. Explain
what is meant by a host in this context.
Q23 B Bluetooth has been designed to connect different devices to mobile phone e.g. a speaker. C, Explain why Bluetooth is a more appropriate
connection than a wide or Wi-Fi connection?
D, Explain what is meant by encryptions
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E, Explain what is meant by Cloud Storage and an advantage
F, Explain what a disadvantage is of Cloud Storage
G, They enter a URL www.bbc.co.uk the website is hosted on a server with a IP of 199.232.56.81
H, A Explain how the website homepage is displayed you should reference the URL, IP address and the DNS system and webserver in your answers
I, Thinking about the 4 layers used in the TCP IP Layers, what are the advantages of splitting up the layers?
1.4.1
Q 24 Explain what an SQL injection attack is, what can you do to guard against this type of attack
list eight different types of malware?
Q 25 What does shoulder surfing mean?
Q 26 What is social engineering?
Q 27 What is fishing and how does it work?
Q 28 What is a brute force attack?
Q 29 What does penetration of pen testing do?
Q 30 What does anti-malware software do?
Q 31 Firewalls are used to do what?
Q 32 User access levels can be changed, what would be good to keep data secure for assessing the access levels in the business for different
people?
Q 33 What happens if an iPad is stolen with the data on it, who could get hold of this data what could they do with it, what are the impacts?
1.5.1
Q34
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A,

What are 2 ways a user can restrict access to files to protect them?

B, What is 2 step authentication and why should it be used.
C, What would happen if your device did not have this on and it got hacked or stolen.
D, What are examples of operating systems?
1.5.2
Q35
A Explain how compression software would be useful?
B Give 2 other utility examples?
Q36
A new device has been designed so that children who wander away from parents can be tracked via a wrist device, discuss
the ethical, legal, and privacy issues that should be considered when creating tracking and monitoring technology such as
this which has been designed to keep children safe, could equally be used for other means.
1.6.1
Q37
A Alex, is developing new software to help students in school revise. There are two options open to him, he can either use
open source or preparatory license to distribute the software.
1 Discuss the positive and negative points of each type of licence for him.
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2 He decides to distribute his software with the preparatory license, several students make copies of the software
purchased by another student, state which law has been broken in doing this task.
3 Explain several security features that a shop on the High Street that also sells online needs to do to keep all its customer
data safe.

Quick questions tasks
Place a tick in the column to show if the item is hardware or
software.
Ite
m

Hardware

Software
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Spreadsheet
Graphics Tablet
Touch screen
E-mail
Internet browser
Light sensor
Headphones
Network cable

Once you have watched the video, answer these questions Video Link.
Questio
1. What does
a heat
n
sink
do?
2. Why should you
not remove the
3.
heatWhy
sink?do
computer
roomsisget
4. What
a
hot?
5.
How
are the
transistor?
instructions
stored?

Your
Answer
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Crossword on the section
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Task: Label the correct busses from their description. They are either
an “Address bus”, a“Data bus” or a “Control bus”

Descripti
on

Bus
Type
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This carries the signals and commands from the CPU
to control and co-ordinate the different activities
within the computer system.
This carries the address (but not the data) between
the processor and the memory.
This carries the data (but not the address) between
the processors, the memory and the I/O devices.

Task: Match the register to the description. Try to do this
without looking at the descriptions in section 1
Register
MAR
MDR

Descripti
Stores on
results from calculations
Stores the address of the next instruction to be
executed

PC

Stores the data that is being transferred to and
from memory

AC

Stores the memory location of data that needs to
be accessed
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Task : Tick the stage in the fetch-execute cycle each process takes place
Descripti
ALU performs theonarithmetic and
logical
Data
is copied from the main memory
operations
onto
Results
calculations are stored in
the DataofBus
the
Accumulator
The address is copied from the PC to

Fetc
h

Decode

Execute

the
The MAR
address is generated by the PC
The CU carries the control signals to
the input
and
The output
data ordevices
instruction is executed
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The data travel on the Data bus to
the
processor
The data/instruction arrives at the
MDR
The instruction is decoded
The program counter is incremented
Watch this video:
https://youtu.be/zFs-LVCi8C4
Task : Once you have watched the video look at the following
processes. Tick if
you think that having more cores will speed each process and
place
a tick in the relevantWill
column
Proces
make it
Searching through
s a list of 100
faster
numbers
Multiplying
number by two, one
for a single anumber
hundred times
Finding the quickest route from
London
Displaying
to Cardiff a graphic on the
monitor

Will NOT make it
faster
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Task: Tick if you think the technology uses an embedded
system or a non- embedded system
Technology
Aircraft landing gear
Bionic leg

Embedded
system

NonEmbedded
syste
m

iPhone
Laptop
Microwave oven
Raspberry pi
TV Remote control
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REVISION TOOLS
Use this section of your
Knowledge Organiser to
support you with revision.
Test yourself and then use the
revision resources to help you
fill the gaps in your knowledge.
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Create a Mind Map or Summary Map.
Mind maps are a revision strategy that helps you to map out your learning in a logical linked way.
This is a very effective way of representing large amounts of information in an attractive, easily remembered way.
You may have used “spider diagrams” - which are very similar. Use a large sheet of plain paper, turned sideways. • In the
centre, write the name of the topic that you are going to revise - and add a simple illustration if you wish.
Now draw lines like branches (radiating out from the centre) to represent the main sub-divisions of your chosen topic. Each
of these can be illustrated or could be in a different colour - or a different kind of writing.
To make Mindmaps more memorable: 1) Use doodles, pictures and diagrams 2) Use different colours 3) Use different styles
of writing 4) Use humour (cartoons) etc. 5) Design your own (don’t just copy other people’s)
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Structured Mind Maps
This is a tool with areas for key topics that all link together.
Create a table of similar points of topics with key central theme in the middle.

Venn Diagrams of Similarities
Use for linking together all protocols like TCP HTTPS HTTP IT which ones are in which layers and
how they all work
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The Flash cards
Using the cards you have in electronic format and the card ones please use these face down and
then test yourself.
Place them in a grid or snake formation then when you get 1 wrong start again.

Use the testing ideas on the next section then if you do not know a
answer go through the corresponding information SLR & Video and
then test yourself again.
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TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE
SLR Unit 1
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START

What is the purpose of embedded systems?

What is the function of the CPU?

SLR 1.1

What is the name and purpose of one register in
the CPU?
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START

Data is permanently written to this type of
memory ?

What are the main difference is
between RAM and ROM?

SLR 1.2

What are the reasons that ROM is considered
permanent and secure?
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What are problems associated with Flash memory

State four characteristics that should be
considered when choosing secondary
storage devices for a given application.

SLR 1.3

Put the following devices in order of capacity, lowest
to highest: DVD-R, CD-R, Blu-Ray™
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Describe advantages of a local area
network over stand-alone computer

SLR 1.4

Describe what is meant by a client-server model for
a local area network.

Describe what is meant by “the cloud”

What is meant by a “virtual
network
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What a re star or mesh +/-

SLR 1.5

State what is meant by the term encryption.
What are further definitions of ethernet
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Explain what is meant by the

What is ‘penetration testing’?

term ‘phishing’.

SLR 1.6

People are often regarded as the ‘weak
point’ in secure systems. Explain what is
meant by this term.
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State one type of user

7. State the purpose of a device driver.

interface.

SLR 1.7

Describe two of the features of this user
interface.
Menu Natural Language
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9. Excluding backing up and compressing files, state four common file management
actions an operating system facilitates.

10 Explain the difference between a full backup and an incremental backup.

11. State two reasons for compressing video files for sharing on the internet.
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2 What is the other data act is there

SLR 1.8

5 Describe three environmental issues
10 What are the Key GDPR points

with the manufacturing, use and disposal
of computer technology.
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Scroll down to find the
NEXT SECTION ON 2.1
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Label the flow diagrams
symbols .

2.1
1. State what is meant by the term
abstraction?

SLR 2.1
7. Illustrate the
steps of a merge sort
on the numbers: 8, 3,

2. State what is meant by problem

9, 2

decomposition

?

6. State a

3. State two advantages of problem

precondition for a

decomposition.

binary search.

5 Illustrate the
first three steps
of a bubble sort
on the numbers:
4, 11, 7, 8

4. State the name of the
algorithm shown.
[1]
x = [2,4,6,8,10]
f = False
n = 0
WHILE f == False AND
n < LEN(x)
IF x[n] == 8
THEN
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2.2

7. A set of records is

SLR 2.2

held in a

1. Describe what is meant by the
term constant.

database table called
‘customers’ as shown
below. Write a SQL
command to
return only the
surname of
customers with reward

2. State what is meant by the term

points over 1000.

casting, and give an example.

6. Jane has been

?

3. State the three programming constructs.

learning to program for
some time, but never
uses procedures in her

5 State one

code.

similarity and one

State two reasons why

difference

she would be advised to

between a function

do this.

and a procedure.

4. 4The following program assigns the variable y to
“MP”.
x = "COMPUTER SCIENCE"
y = x.SUBSTRING(3,2)
Write a line of code to extract and output “ENC” from
84
the string x.

2.3

7. An online order form

SLR 2.3

1. Describe three ways in which a programmer can
make their code maintainable. [3]

accepts a quantity
between 1 and 10 for a
product. Suggest suitable
test data for this program
and state why the test is
necessary. [6]

2. Explain what is meant by the term
iterative testing.

3. The following
program does not work. State the
?

6.
Explain what is meant
by the term, “length
check” and give an
example.

logic error. [1]

5 State what is
meant by the
term, “input
sanitisation”.

4 Explain the term, “syntax error”.

total = 32
tests = 0
average = total/tests
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2.4

SLR 2.4

1. State a reason why computers use binary
to store data

5.
A = 17. B = 4.
Complete the table below
stating the value of X in each
case:
2.
Draw the logic diagram for the

X
X=A*B

expression: ¬Y NOT Z

X = A MOD
B

T

U

W

X=A/B

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

3. Complete the
truth table for the
T

X

logic diagram below:

Z

U
W

Y

X

Y

Z
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2.5

9. Describe two advantages of
8. State three features of an

using a compiler instead of an

integrated development

interpreter.

environment.

7. State three
features of an

SLR 2.5

1. A programmer uses a high level language
to produce code for an interpreter. What is
the name of the code they are producing?

integrated
development
environment.

2. State two reasons why the programmer
would choose to write their code in a high
level language.

?

6.

3. State two features of an interpreter and

Describe what an assembler

explain why this is advantageous to the

is for.

5 State the
relationship between
a mnemonic in a low
level language and a
machine code
instruction?

programmer.
4. The interpreter produces machine code. What is meant

by the term, ‘machine code’?

[
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2.6
8. State what is meant by the term, “sampling

frequency” and describe its effect on the quality
of the sound.

SLR 2.6

7. When a video

1. James is a graphic designer. He has

clip is created,

created an icon set of 20 icons for a

sound is sampled

project. The icons are uncompressed

from a microphone.

images of 96x96 pixels in 8 bit colour.

Describe what is

Describe how the approximate file size

meant by the term,

can be calculated for the icon se

“sound sampling”.

2. State how many different colours

can be stored using 8 bit colour.

6. Explain why an

3. James has also created a video clip to

online software

promote his work which is uploaded to a popular

distributor cannot
use the same type
of compression as
the video
streaming service.

5 State one potential

disadvantage to the
user of the streaming
service using
compression

video streaming service. MP4 compression is
used to store the video clip on the hard disk of
4. 4. Explain two advantages of the streaming service
the server. State what is meant by the term
88
using compression.
“compression”

Links to Craig n Dave videos for support on next
pages
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Link to Craigndave videos on all topics 1.1 to
1.8 and Unit 2.1 to 2.6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t8H6anK0t4&list=PLCiOXwirraUAvkTPDWeeSqAKty3LAG37-

1.
– Systems architecture
– https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLCiOXwirraUCaPt5zN4xJTIgKvzVY
Wa_5
2.
1.1 The von Neumann architecture – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t8H6anK0t4&index=1&t=9s&list=PLCiOXwirraUCaPt5zN4xJTIgKvzVYWa_5
1.1 How common characteristics of CPUs affect their performance
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BYlq8ugedxA&index=2&t=6s&list=PLCiOXwirraU
CaPt5zN4xJTIgKvzVYWa_5
1.1 Embedded systems
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bsyag_1Pfm0&index=3&t=4s&list=PLCiOXwirraU
CaPt5zN4xJTIgKvzVYWa_5
1.2 – Memory –
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLCiOXwirraUAdlM_GGdtBSc3ejRtWHxyQ
1.2 RAM and ROM
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tsH7IGcWSLg&t=1s&list=PLCiOXwirraUAdlM_G
GdtBSc3ejRtWHxyQ&index=1
1.2 The need for virtual memory
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qr6IPzYW1eY&t=4s&list=PLCiOXwirraUAdlM_GG
dtBSc3ejRtWHxyQ&index=2
1.2 Flash memory
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=djPYjHK3JH0&t=8s&list=PLCiOXwirraUAdlM_G
GdtBSc3ejRtWHxyQ&index=3
1.3 – Storage – https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLCiOXwirraUChgychjULmKpPF5tlx5q8
1.3 Common types of storage
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0vEv8B8HUq0&list=PLCiOXwirraUChgychjULmKpPF5tlx5q8&index=3&t=1s
1.3 Data capacity and calculations
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X7RImULa80c&list=PLCiOXwirraUChgychjULmKpPF5tlx5q8&index=2&t=2s
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1.3 Suitable storage devices
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VwBtjraysnE&list=PLCiOXwirraUChgychjULmKpPF5tlx5q8&index=4&t=1s
1.3 The need for secondary storage
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w_0A3EWolU4&list=PLCiOXwirraUChgychjULmKpPF5tlx5q8&index=1&t=5s
1.4 – Wired and wireless networks –
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLCiOXwirraUCTooN8MYg4RDWF3FUC7JBU
1.4 Client-server & peer-to-peer
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3qRCxu9C_AI&list=PLCiOXwirraUCTooN8MYg4R
DWF3FUC7JBU&t=2s&index=3
1.4 Factors affecting network performance –
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KDnHXqtrQk&list=PLCiOXwirraUCTooN8MYg4RDWF3FUC7JBU&t=2s&index=2
1.4 LAN Hardware
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SrZd6uqr8rs&list=PLCiOXwirraUCTooN8MYg4R
DWF3FUC7JBU&t=2s&index=4
1.4 The Internet – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5IY6UGZF4s&list=PLCiOXwirraUCTooN8MYg4RDWF3FUC7JBU&t=1s&index=5
1.4 Types of networks
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZAMbMcYqK_0&list=PLCiOXwirraUCTooN8MYg4
RDWF3FUC7JBU&t=4s&index=1
1.4 Virtual networks
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rbMm6BJM1jg&list=PLCiOXwirraUCTooN8MYg4
RDWF3FUC7JBU&t=1s&index=6
1.5 – Network topologies – protocols and layers –
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLCiOXwirraUCzDEOPQiBSLlPTkDfFBiOO
1.5 Star and mesh network topologies
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_vW3PeQ0XYc&list=PLCiOXwirraUCzDEOPQiBS
LlPTkDfFBiOO&t=1s&index=1
1.5 WiFi
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1e4WT2YsT7s&list=PLCiOXwirraUCzDEOPQiBSL
lPTkDfFBiOO&t=1s&index=2
1.5 Ethernet
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=syllixFnMQ4&list=PLCiOXwirraUCzDEOPQiBSLlP
TkDfFBiOO&t=1s&index=3
1.5 The uses of IP/ MAC addressing and protocols
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dJSaYB9GiY&list=PLCiOXwirraUCzDEOPQiBSLlPTkDfFBiOO&t=3s&index=4
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1.5 The concept of layers – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HJ6wgroj7c&list=PLCiOXwirraUCzDEOPQiBSLlPTkDfFBiOO&t=2s&index=5
1.5 Packet switching
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wj3nYkxPTT0&list=PLCiOXwirraUCzDEOPQiBSL
lPTkDfFBiOO&t=2s&index=6
1.6 – System security –
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLCiOXwirraUBmdNk9YTirPOmCc-J3KP4W
1.6 Forms of attack
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v6Qgr1wT4uE&index=1&list=PLCiOXwirraUBmdN
k9YTirPOmCc-J3KP4W&t=1s
1.6 Threats posed to networks
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tHly47IhAqQ&index=2&list=PLCiOXwirraUBmdN
k9YTirPOmCc-J3KP4W&t=156s
1.6 Identifying and preventing vulnerabilities
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jmJ4nSHcDEU&index=3&list=PLCiOXwirraUBmd
Nk9YTirPOmCc-J3KP4W&t=1s
1.7 – Systems software –
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLCiOXwirraUCX30hYq0CvNt47_ZTPMqcj
1.7 The purpose and functionality of systems software
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dJH_ev7DR5I&index=1&list=PLCiOXwirraUCX30
hYq0CvNt47_ZTPMqcj
1.7 Operating systems – Part 1
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lOAMkJSjy2k&t=1s&index=2&list=PLCiOXwirraU
CX30hYq0CvNt47_ZTPMqcj
1.7 Operating systems – Part 2
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_F1AuCLLW2o&t=1s&index=3&list=PLCiOXwirraU
CX30hYq0CvNt47_ZTPMqcj
1.7 Utility system software
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8oMmtm4zJ2E&t=1s&index=4&list=PLCiOXwirra
UCX30hYq0CvNt47_ZTPMqcj
1.8 – Ethical – Legal – Cultural and Environmental concerns –
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLCiOXwirraUCHoD2tVSJ6ZmnHUayVr3WT
1.8 How to investigate & discuss Computer Science technologies
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cJZlnORzWys&list=PLCiOXwirraUCHoD2tVSJ6Z
mnHUayVr3WT&index=5&t=1s
1.8 Privacy issues
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A_6NfRS3nt0&list=PLCiOXwirraUCHoD2tVSJ6
ZmnHUayVr3WT&index=1&t=27s
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1.8 Legislation relevant to Computer Science
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N1QUHzTscs&list=PLCiOXwirraUCHoD2tVSJ6ZmnHUayVr3WT&index=2&t=1s
1.8 Cultural implications of Computer Science
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SlvGvZ1ZoNQ&list=PLCiOXwirraUCHoD2tVSJ6Z
mnHUayVr3WT&index=3&t=259s
1.8 Environmental impact of Computer Science
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v5_urd3UbWA&list=PLCiOXwirraUCHoD2tVSJ6
ZmnHUayVr3WT&index=4&t=1s
1.8 How to investigation and discuss Comp Sci technologies
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d4OJ7FUHD8Q&list=PLCiOXwirraUCHoD2tVSJ
6ZmnHUayVr3WT&index=6&t=3s
1.8 Open source vs proprietary source – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f2NkKTnmw8&list=PLCiOXwirraUCHoD2tVSJ6ZmnHUayVr3WT&index=7&t=1s
2.1 – Algorithms –
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLCiOXwirraUAf7ueVPl99gktxzJNEIyCC
2.1 Abstraction
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TVUvDdpmI70&list=PLCiOXwirraUAf7ueVPl99gk
txzJNEIyCC&index=1&t=1s
2.1 Decomposition
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Ub85T9ybBs&list=PLCiOXwirraUAf7ueVPl99gk
txzJNEIyCC&index=2&t=3s
2.1 Algorithmic thinking
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=03zOaHtIUQ4&list=PLCiOXwirraUAf7ueVPl99gk
txzJNEIyCC&index=3&t=1s
2.1 Linear search
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mce2XxIVkVU&list=PLCiOXwirraUAf7ueVPl99gk
txzJNEIyCC&index=4
2.1 Binary search
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Qchb1x3vV4&list=PLCiOXwirraUAf7ueVPl99gkt
xzJNEIyCC&index=5
2.1 Bubble sort
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5GqZ0Gueb0Q&list=PLCiOXwirraUAf7ueVPl99gk
txzJNEIyCC&index=6
2.1 Merge sort
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TcNNPUIRqI8&list=PLCiOXwirraUAf7ueVPl99gk
txzJNEIyCC&index=7&t=1s
2.1 Insertion sort
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PnEOtq8wlC4&list=PLCiOXwirraUAf7ueVPl99gkt
xzJNEIyCC&index=8
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2.1 How to produce algorithms
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wvAblqsEj54&list=PLCiOXwirraUAf7ueVPl99gktx
zJNEIyCC&index=9&t=1s
2.2 – Programming techniques –
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLCiOXwirraUDRk5TlB2ulS3V2-0tB3vcS
Videos to come
2.3 – Producing robust programs –
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLCiOXwirraUD62R4SNX3Uud5y4dIDIh1P
Videos to come
2.4 – Computational logic –
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLCiOXwirraUDIUDRlk21mH1Y_wCpYaMii
2.4 Why data is represented in binary – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KUfPsCJzzE&list=PLCiOXwirraUDIUDRlk21mH1Y_wCpYaMii&index=1
2.4 Simple logic
diagrams – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TzaIjHkJNFo&list=PLCiOXwirraUDIUD
Rlk21mH1Y_wCpYaMii&index=2
2.4 Truth
tables – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N5VBSWRRdUw&t=2s&list=PLCiOXwirra
UDIUDRlk21mH1Y_wCpYaMii&index=3
2.4 Computing-related mathematics
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ubz0iZci3yE&t=1s&list=PLCiOXwirraUDIUDRlk21
mH1Y_wCpYaMii&index=4
2.5 – Translators and facilities of languages –
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLCiOXwirraUBgpr9LxH3oQhRZ2yhfIhH7
Videos to come
2.6 – Data representation –
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLCiOXwirraUDWeCK11RaxpGvmQMXi8_2Y
Videos to come

Selection of Computing Topics
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Owj3cxp13bQ&list=PLCiOXwirraUCzDEOPQiB
SLlPTkDfFBiOO star and mesh network topology Craig David..
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Svm06j2_x5w&index=2&list=PLCiOXwirraUCz
DEOPQiBSLlPTkDfFBiOO Wi-Fi and encryption over a wireless network Craig and
David

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E6F9RHtwOh4 Wi-Fi encryption video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T5HCy3udooo
Wi-Fi security
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_WHynHcXm7c Wi-Fi encryption

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Y2aQPwY0fo IP and MAC addressing video
Craig and David

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_CXFFqPbOXU&list=PLCiOXwirraUCzDEOPQiB
SLlPTkDfFBiOO&index=5 concept of learners Craig and David

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lfYl8SohrCo&index=6&list=PLCiOXwirraUCzDE
OPQiBSLlPTkDfFBiOO packet switching on the network
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